ABFO STUDY GUIDE

Welcome to the American Board of Forensic Odontology (ABFO) Certification Study Guide. This document contains the materials, information and support needed to assist in your studies of forensic odontology and becoming a board-certified forensic odontologist. This Study Guide contains the following topics:

1) APPROVED EDUCATIONAL COURSES
2) LIST OF RECOMMENDED READING MATERIALS
3) ABFO WORKSHOPS
4) ABFO REPOSITORIES
5) ABFO CONTACT

The pathway to certification is not easy or quick, but we believe you will find it is very rewarding and worthwhile.

EDUCATIONAL COURSES

There are a number of organizations and educational resources available to assist individual’s desiring to acquire foundational and advanced knowledge and skills necessary to perform forensic odontology casework. These educational courses can be used to meet the requirements in item C.3. listed above. Forensic organizations offering continuing educational opportunities approved by the ABFO Certification and Education Committee include: ABFO (Workshops - see below), American Academy of Forensic Science (Workshops), The American Society of Forensic Odontology (Annual Meeting), and the Southwestern Association of Forensic Scientists. In addition, there are a number of university courses symposiums, fellowships and masters programs also approved by the ABFO Certification and Education Committee. These are listed with associated contact information below.

EDUCATIONAL COURSES, FELLOWSHIPS AND MASTERS PROGRAMS

- APPROVED FORENSIC ODONTOLOGY COURSES:
  - University of Detroit - kimberly.perry@udmercy.edu - Dr. Allan Warnick
  - McGill University - nikoo.taghavi@mcgill.ca - Dr. Robert Dorion
  - Fellowship in Forensic Odontology, University of Texas - senn@uthscsa.edu - Dr. David Senn
  - Southwest Symposium on Forensic Dentistry - senn@uthscsa.edu - Dr. David Senn
  - Forensic Dentistry Fellowship, University of Tennessee – jmlewisdmd@knology.net – Dr. Jim Lewis
  - All That Remains, University of TN Medical Center/Knoxville, TN - jmlewisdmd@knology.net – Dr. Jim Lewis
• INFORMATION ON MEMBERSHIP IN AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FORENSIC SCIENCES (AAFS)  
  www.aafs.org

• INFORMATION ON MEMBERSHIP IN AMERICAN SOCIETY OF FORENSIC ODONTOLOGY (ASFO)  
  www.asfo.org

• INFORMATION ON MEMBERSHIP IN SOUTHWESTERN ASSOCIATION OF FORENSIC SCIENTISTS (SWAFS)  
  www.swafs.org

RECOMMENDED READING MATERIALS

A list of pertinent resource and reference material is maintained by the ABFO. This list is not exhaustive, but is thorough, and covers foundational material that will be tested on the ABFO Certification Exam.

RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

• DENTAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM GUIDELINES FOR FORENSIC ODONTOLOGY (pg.161 DRM)
• ABFO SUGGESTED READING MATERIALS LIST FOR CERTIFICATION EXAM:

Many of these books can be found for purchase at CRC Press
  http://www.crcpress.com/browse/?category=FRN02A

FOR CURRENT ASFO MANUAL
  www.ASFO.org

The following list of resources and references are provided as a guide to the scientific literature and foundational knowledge from which the ABFO Certification Examination is derived. It is provided as a resource for you in preparation to challenge the written and practical portions of the examination.

The rapidly expanding body of knowledge in the forensic sciences implies a professional obligation to keep abreast of the current literature in the field, particularly with respect to forensic odontology. In preparation for this examination, each candidate is encouraged to consult appropriate scientific articles and texts in the discipline. The following list comprises the suggested literature that will be helpful in preparing for the examination. The cited references are also a source of many of the test items on the examination. Not included in this list but of special importance are the vast number of individual articles that appear in such journals as the Journal of Forensic Sciences, Journal of the American Dental Association, Journal of Forensic Odonto-Stomatology, Forensic Science International, American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology, and the International Journal of Legal Medicine. Reprints of many pertinent articles from these sources will be a desirable addition to the forensic odontologist’s personal reference library. Questions on ABFO exams are primarily from texts that are still in print but out-of-print texts add knowledge to the candidate preparing for the exam and a career in forensic odontology.
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The following references are considered “no longer in print”. The ABFO C&E Committee believes that these materials may provide a significant historical framework for current references:
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**ABFO WORKSHOPS**

Some of the requirements needed to apply to take the ABFO Certification Examination may be met by successful participation in training workshops offered by the ABFO. Currently, there are four hands-on workshops available and are presented in alternating years. They include: the Civil Litigation Workshop, the Dental Age Estimation Workshop, the Bitemark Workshop, and the Dental Identification Workshop. Registration information including dates offered can be found on the ABFO website homepage, [http://www.ABFO.org](http://www.ABFO.org). Individuals may register as an “Attendee” or as a “Participant” in any of the workshops. “Attendees” and “Participants” receive the same didactic and hands-on instruction. “Participants” will additionally receive forensic odontology cases that must be completed and returned for evaluation and review. Case credit for Workshop participation is not automatic but rather dependent upon the participant’s ability to meet workshop specific criteria.

**WORKSHOPS**

- **ABFO WORKSHOPS** (pg. 83 of DRM)
- **ABFO HOMEPAGE** [http://www.ABFO.org](http://www.ABFO.org)
ABFO REPOSITORIES

The ABFO has established two repositories: 1) Bitemark Repository and 2) Dental Age Estimation Repository. Repository cases may be accessed by potential ABFO candidates to help attain credits towards ABFO board eligibility. Repository casework is evaluated by the respective ABFO Bitemark and Dental Age Estimation Committees for technique, skill and accuracy. It is advised that only individuals with sound forensic odontology foundational skills attempt to access either of the ABFO Repositories. The protocol and associated fees to access each repository can be found in the DRM or by contacting the respective ABFO Committee/Repository chairperson.

REPOSITORIES

- ABFO REPOSITORIES (pg. 85 of DRM)
- ABFO HOMEPAGE http://www.ABFO.org

ABFO CONTACT

If a certification candidate encounters difficulties or has questions regarding board certification not covered specifically in this Study Guide they may direct their questions to ABFO Certification and Examination Committee, Chair.  C&EChair@abfo.org